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Abstract

A close attention has been paid to classroom discourse by researchers and teachers in the recent years. However, scanty research is conducted on the reflection of the mathematics classroom discourse from the perspective of critical pedagogy. Such angle will be adopted in this paper to address the research gap. The reflection on the mathematics classroom discourse is made by presenting the interactive discourse as an expectation of mathematics classroom teaching and by indicating the exclusive discourse and its costs with recourse to commenting the dominant mathematics classroom teaching. The presentation of interactive discourse and the indication of exclusive discourse are not about to offer a solution to dominant discourse but trigger the further consideration into the discourse in mathematics classroom.
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1. Introduction

It has been known to us that the mathematical learning process is facilitated by appropriate use of language (MacGregor & Stacey, 1995; Southwell, 1993, Kazemi & Stipek, 2001). Wells (1999) has clarified two kinds of discourse function such as acting and understanding from the classroom observation. Acting mediates actions such as negotiating goals and means, monitoring other non-verbal forms of behavior, or managing the interpersonal relationships involved (Wells, 1999). When language acts in this way, mathematics meaning is negotiated as the purpose of the learning activity and its process could be perceived as a dynamic one of doing and communicating (Hucker, 1994). Understanding involves using language to reflect upon experiences because “language has the power to help children organize and link their
partial understandings as they integrate and develop mathematical concepts” (Campbell and Rowan, 1997, p. 64). However, these two kinds of function are inseparable and interact on each other in reality so that one utterance would require choosing the representation from both aspects (Wells, 1999). Therefore, by using language in the classroom appropriately, students are expected to develop their mathematical understanding through giving meaning to new situation, reflecting the relation of the new meaning to previous experiences, and forging new connections.

However, scanty research was conducted on the reflection of the mathematics classroom discourse from the perspective of critical pedagogy. This paper tries to address the research gap by presenting the interactive discourse in mathematics teaching and learning through communications and by indicating the cost of exclusion of mathematics classroom discourse.

2. The Interactive Discourse in Mathematics Teaching and Learning through Communications

As for learning environment, critical pedagogy has claimed that “public schools are the democratic public spheres… teachers are the most responsible agents for fostering that education” (Giroux, 2014, para. 20). Regarding mathematics classroom teaching, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) has advocated an inquiry-based learning environment within which students are not only encouraged to explore, conjecture, and solve problems but also facilitated to discuss and communicate their own ideas and thinking process. Thus, students have opportunities to construct their understanding within the learning community. Furthermore, NCTM (2000) has confirmed that mathematics classroom teaching should provide students the opportunities to make meaning through discourse. This notion is reinforced in mathematics education literatures by stressing that “mathematics learning as a social endeavor that is achieved through discourse (i.e., communication and interaction) in the classroom between teacher and students, and among students” (Ball, 1993; Cobb, Wood, & Yackel, 1992, as cited by Griffin et al., 2013, p. 9).

Classroom discourse not merely enhances the sharing of understanding and new discernment but facilitates deeper analysis of mathematics as well (Manouchehri, 2007). In order to realize the importance of communication and interaction in mathematics classroom, Walshaw and Anthony (2008) categorized four discourse activities: to clarify the communication way between students and teachers in the classroom; to scaffold students’ thinking to escalate forward; to fine-tune mathematical thinking through communications; and to shape mathematical argumentation and justification, which delineate the general picture of mathematics classroom teaching with emphasis upon discourse. The following excerpt could be a good example for the discourse activities that happened in a project-designing a golf course (Mukhopadhyay, 2009, p. 48):

“Raoul: Okay so the golf course. Oh, I got it...let's just cut up a square piece of green and put it here.

Aaron: Yeah, it's a golf course, it's flat.

Raoul: No just the ground's going to be flat. The buildings are going to be
three-dimensional.

Aaron: No, you know let’s make a big cube here. You know why? We’ll make a door here.

Raoul: A cube without a top.

Aaron: A cube without a top. Good idea. Do it.

Raoul: You do it.

Aaron: Hey, I’m the one calculating around here.”

According to the above conversations, two students have played different roles in the contribution to the project. For instance, Raoul brought out the ideas of cutting up “a square piece of green” and making flat ground and three dimensional buildings while Aaron reflected on Raoul’s ideas and put forward the suggestion of making “a big cube” that was immediately improved by Raoul as “a cube without a top”. The design plan “a cub without a top” was finally agreed with and confirmed as a great idea by Aaron who demonstrated that he would do the calculating for the project. Later on, in order to avoid power struggles from both students, the teacher acted as an expert to “lend value to all aspects of the project such as design and model construction and to support the position of those students who took on these roles” (Mukhopadhyay, 2009, p. 49). The students and the teacher participated in the communications through which the participatory democracy has been achieved. Furthermore, Mukhopadhyay (2009) suggested that, if the idea of democracy could be demonstrated, the focus had to be made on the type and quality of conversation in classroom teaching. The following was the participatory democracy represented by the interactive discourse in Figure 1. The discourse could be carried out not only between teacher and students but among students as well. More importantly, the direction of discourse moves not in a single way from teacher to students but in multi-way between teacher and students and among students.

![Diagram of interactive discourse](http://elr.macrothink.org)

**Figure 1. Interactive discourse**

The triangle model shows the position and relationships of teacher and students in the interactive discourse and the interaction could emerge from the communications between teacher and students and among students.
3. The Exclusion of Mathematics Classroom Discourse and Its Cost

Based on postmodern discourses, critical pedagogy provided educators with the critical perspective to “uncover the discursive environments within which the dominant discourses operate” (Kilderry, 2004, p. 35). For example, Wagner and Herbel-Eisenmann (2008) had made a critical analysis of how the word just was used to suppress and invite dialogue in mathematics classroom teaching and found that just mainly acted as a monoglossic tool suppressing dialogue. Based on the deliberate reflection on the nature of the school mathematics classroom, Gates and Vistro-Yu (2003) further indicated that the undemocratic features had been illustrated by such facts as dominant teaching method (chalk and talk), direct instruction and teacher-centered, transmissive teaching and dominant form communication (teacher talk). Also, Mukhopadhyay (2009) described the undemocratic features as the hegemonic script of mathematics classroom: reviewing homework and introducing the new topic; demonstrating “step” to solve problems on the new topic; working on sample problems; doing exercises; and assigning homework. Furthermore, Giroux (2014) argued that the repressive pedagogy killed the spirit, promoted conformity to authority rather than a democracy.

There could be an argument about that “it is at least equitable—that all children suffer equally” (Gates & Vistro-Yu, 2003, p. 44) according to the diverse teaching method available to teachers. This could not be dire if Asian mathematics classroom was examined. For example, having statistically analyzed three Chinese mathematics lessons with other mathematics teachers to examine the interaction in the classroom, the author found that, in three periods of lessons, Teacher→Class interaction mode was heavily adopted in learning activities (Wang, Zuo, & Lu, 2012), suggesting that teachers dominated the class during lectures. Interestingly, such result coincided with some other existing related research ones. For example, Huang (2006) has found that one of the characteristics in the Chinese classrooms teaching was large-sized class teaching during which the priority was given to interpretation and explanation of lecture. However, Chinese students, especially the students from Shanghai, China, for example, have also demonstrated their outstanding performance in the international tests (e.g., PISA) even if Teacher→Class interaction mode was predominant in Chinese classroom teaching. It is obvious that the dominant discourse by teacher talk does not exert quite negative effect upon the students’ mathematics performance, at least in tests. This could partially explain why the dominant discourse is still commonly seen in our daily mathematics classroom teaching.

Certainly, this is not the whole story of dominate discourse. What could be excluded from such undemocratic classroom teaching? On one hand, not all students had equal opportunity to have access to the forms of linguistic competence commanded by classroom (Gates & Vistro-Yu, 2003) in that students from working class families were inherently not familiar with the formal school setting and required language and likely to fail in public school (Giroux, 2014). On the other hand, based on the hegemonic script of mathematics classroom, Mukhopadhyay (2009) argued that this “script” affected students differently—“empowering some, while marginalizing others” (Mukhopadhyay, 2008, as cited by Mukhopadhyay, 2009, p. 45). For example, some students who did not have the ability to remember operational
formula precisely and to apply it to algorithms were viewed as marginalized members of the classroom community (Mukhopadhyay, 2009).

Another example is taken from a Singaporean elementary lesson (Wang & Fang, 2008) I have observed. In a discourse sequence, the learning activity was tasked to draw a line to show half in a strip folded 3 times. The instruction was created to draw a line using pencil and ruler to show half of a strip. Yet, some students failed to understand the teacher’s instruction and did some wrong manipulations. For example, one of the students realized his wrong manipulation (cut the paper) and tried to seek help from the teacher “teacher, go and cut then cut wrongly (Note 1)”. The teacher impatiently replied “Cut? Why you cut the paper? I never ask you to cut (Note 2)” Then the student cravenly pointed to his deskmate. And again, the teacher dictatorially emphasized that “no need to cut the paper. Just fold it. I give you another one. Why you cut the paper? (Note 3)” and closed the interaction of this sequence accordingly. The above interaction showed that some students were mistaken in the manipulation without comprehending its instruction. In fact, the teacher only required the student to follow his instruction in the feedback rather than understanding the instruction and giving reasons to his wrong manipulation. Consequently, the interaction did not produce a satisfying result and apply substantial mathematical meaning needed for the concept construction. The whole interaction reinforced the teacher’s dominant discourse.

The exclusion is not only the chance of developing students’ own understanding but their experiences as well. For instance, the student making mistakes in the discourse sequence had to give up all the previous manipulation experiences-cutting papers to follow the teacher’s instruction. In fact, cutting papers was an alternative way to express the fractions. Certainly, the student’ experiential narratives could be ignored on the teacher-student relationship, which would lead to the potential marginalization of this kind of student. Thus, for students, especially for marginalized ones, their voices and experiences could exclude from the undemocratic mathematics classroom discourse.

4. Discussion

Less attention has already been paid to the reflection on the discourse in mathematics classroom teaching despite many researches on it. Critical pedagogy advocating removal of the hegemonic barriers from the classroom provides us with a critical perspective of reflecting upon the detailed interaction and rethinking about the dominant discourse from teachers, in particular, about the cost of exclusive discourse, in the mathematics classroom teaching. In fact, teachers intended to encourage students to participate in discourse as much as possible. For example, Pimm (1984) explored that we were so often invoked in the mathematics classroom teaching to build a learning community. However, the hegemonic phenomenon was so obviously existent that we could not do anything only to wait for the democracy occurrence in the mathematics classroom. The presentation of interactive discourse and the indication of exclusive discourse provided here are expected to be regarded as a trigger for further consideration into the dominant discourse in mathematics classroom teaching.
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Notes

Note 1. The statement is shown in the 622th line in the lesson transcriptions.

Note 2. The statement is shown in the 624th line in the lesson transcriptions.

Note 3. The statement is shown in the 628th line in the lesson transcriptions.
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